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As graduating seniors count down to G-day, many have been pounding the pavement for 
some kind of empioyment. Jim Hawkins (above), a Schooi of Liberai Arts senior, tromps 
off in his Sunday best for an interview with the May Co.
State shortfall may mean 
$15.4 million cut for CSU
By Megan Owings
staff Writer
In an emergency response to the state’s 
unexpected budget sh o rtfa ll, the 
governor’s office agreed Monday to a 1 
percent unallocated reduction across the 
board for all state agencies. This could 
mean a $15.4 million cut for the California 
State University system.
The cut would be in addition to the 
$16.8 million unallocated underfunding 
currently part of the governor’s budget.
The governor is considering three other 
ways to bridge the buget gap, said 
Howard West, executive director to the 
Cal Poly president.
West said one way may be an income 
tax revenue increase through a one-year 
freeze on tax brackets. This remedy would 
bypass Proposition 13 for one year.
Through Proposition 13, if residents
received a raise for the cost of living, they 
would not incur a higher tax bracket.
Another idea is to increase corporate 
taxes, which West said the state 
Legislature is already considering.
The last remedy would be an increase in 
different areas, such as banking and sales 
tax.
However, for any or all of these things 
to happen West said the Legislature has 
to approve. The state Assembly and 
Senate will review this May revision to the 
budget, and each house will come to its 
own conclusions.
Then a conference committee will com­
bine the two ideas to accommodate both 
sets of opinions about the budget. West 
said each year the Legislature has this 
May revision, but this year’s is the most 
See SHORTFALL, page 6
Senate OKs recycling effort
Profits of current campus aluminum recycling 
will go to establish more paper, glass projects
By James Welch
staff Writer
The Student Senate 
unanimously approved a 
resolution Wednesday to 
support the planning and 
implementation of a cam­
puswide recycling effort.
The writers and spon­
sors of the resolution want 
the senate to act as an 
educational force in the 
recycling cause, which will 
be run by the Ecology Ac­
tion Club. They believe 
that the senate has the 
means to reach the ma­
jority of the student body 
to inform them about
recycling.
Aluminum is the most- 
recycled item on campus, 
and the resolution calls for 
the profits made from 
these efforts to go toward 
phasing in the recycling of 
paper, glass and other 
products.
The resolution also asks 
the senate to encourage 
the developm ent and
utilization of non-ozone
depleting compounds, and 
also states that the senate
will work with Cal Poly
agencies to promote and 
educate the campus about 
recycling and litter reduc-
ton.
The senate will also en­
courage San Luis Obispo 
residents and businesses 
to responsibly dispose of 
recyclable items and to use 
renewable resources.
Another pressing issue 
discussed at the meeting 
concerned ASI’s insurance 
policy. Today marks the 
renewal deadline for the 
current ASI policy, which 
is carried by the St. Pauli 
Group. This policy has a 
deductible of $50,000 and 
a coverage range of up to 
$2 million for all ASI 
See SENATE, page 5
City Council examines HRC to determine its staff roles
Commission’s involvement unclear, 
city officer’s work hours unknown
By Trida Higgins
staff Writer
The Human Relations Com­
mission is under scrutiny by the 
San Luis Obispo City Council 
concerning the number of the 
program’s staff members, their 
roles and the involvement of the 
commission in city and county 
affairs.
The HRC is a 12-member body 
that provides San Luis Obispo 
residents equal access to city 
resources, human rights, human 
relations and governmental 
assistance. The commission is an 
advisory body to the City Coun­
cil and the city administrative 
officer, and provides recommen­
dations on social and human 
issues.
In a memo from the council to 
City Administrative Officer John 
Dunn, councilmembers em­
phasized that the HRC is being 
examined to analyze its original
objectives and what its duties 
have become. The examination 
wilt not reflect the job the com­
mission is doing, he said.
“ Generally, I don’t think the 
council has any objections to the 
HRC’s goals and objectives,’’ 
said councilmember Allen Settle.
The HRC has two bodies: the 
commission, composed of volun­
teers appointed by the city; and 
salaried staff members. It’s one 
of the city’s largest commissions.
The confusion surrounding the 
HRC became apparent at the 
April 26 council meeting. In a 
meeting between the council and 
HRC held May 19, the council 
said its main concern is staffing 
for the HRC and who is actually 
doing what, said councilmember 
Penny Rappa.
“ Who does work for the com­
mission and what are they in­
volved in?’’ Rappa asked.
Rappa said the HRC started as
a commission and evolved into a 
department when it should have 
remained a commission. Now the 
council is trying to understand 
the HRC staff members in­
volvement in the commission — 
involvement that Rappa said “ is 
not that great.’’
Following concerns that the 
HRC staff is continuing to grow 
without justification, the council 
is discussing reducing it — an 
action that commission members 
feel will cut HRC’s effectiveness.
Rappa said the staff would on­
ly be reduced if it was found that 
the city could get more for its 
money by having the commis­
sioners take over some of the 
staff’s responsibilities, turning 
the HRC into a non-profit 
organization.
Settle, however, anticipates the 
staff will remain the same.
“ We would just like the com­
mission to tell us what they are 
doing,’’ said Settle. “ If you are 
to add a person (to the HRC 
staff), let the council know.’’
Other concerns deal with defin­
ing the job description of Steve
Henderson, assistant to the city 
administrator, and his involve­
ment in the commission.
Rappa said Henderson’s salary 
is budgeted through HRC and 
the council doesn’t know what 
percentage of time Henderson
'The council wants 
to make sure that 
(the HRC) isn t^ doing 
something that the 
county should deal 
with instead of the 
city.’
— Councilmember 
Allen Settle
spends working for the HRC and 
what tasks he does. Henderson 
did not comment.
According to the city’s job 
description, Henderson is to 
provide technical support ser­
vices for the HRC, prepare 
budgets and monitor the HRC.
The council is asking Henderson 
to follow the job description and 
specify what percentage of time 
he is spending as an HRC staff 
member.
The council is also concerned 
that the HRC is extending its 
services to county affairs.
“ The council wants to make 
sure that (the HRC) isn’t doing 
something that the county 
should deal with instead of the 
city,’’ Settle said.
The commission’s place in the 
city, as listed in the City Coun­
cil’s 1987-89 objectives, is to 
establish and maintain com­
munication between the HRC 
and the community, increase 
public awareness of individual 
rights and responsibilities, and 
provide support to human-ser­
vice agencies, especially those 
dealing with the homeless or 
needy.
The council will meet next 
month to decide on HRC’s staff­
ing, a decision Rappa says will 
not be made until the council 
finds who is working where and 
what their hours are.
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Pinard’s folly
C ity councilmember Peg Pinard’s idea of banishing half the Cal Poly population to campus not only is 
unrealistic — it’s downright stupid. It’s hard 
enough to get newcomers to live in the dorms, much 
less sophomores and juniors. Unless Pinard is willing to 
personally persuade 8,000 students to live in the dorms 
— and risk the spit that will fly in her face — she’s best 
off forgetting the whole thing.
Pinard says almost half the city’s population is com­
prised of students. With Cal Poly planning to increase 
its enrollment to 17,000 by the turn of the century, she 
is worried the city may have to house as much as 75 
percent of the students. Maybe so, but that shouldn’t 
scare anyone. Mayor Ron Dunin claims he wants stu­
dents to become bona fide members of the community. 
Force half of them to live on campus and that will never 
happen. Being an authentic member of a community 
means having the freedom to choose where to live. Any­
thing less would be blatant discrimination.
Pinard also argues that students living in town drives 
up rental rates, forcing young families to find housing 
elsewhere. But students or no students, rents will re­
main high. San Luis Obispo is a prime destination for 
people ready to brave the no-growth policy. The growing 
demand will allow landlords to continue raising rents 
anyway, so students shouldn’t be punished for being 
able to afford the prices.
Pinard’s arrogance is an insult to us all. We’re no dif­
ferent from her — we pay our rent, we pay our taxes, we 
pay our bills. If she’s going to try to kiss students off, 
she’d better be ready to kiss her council seat goodbye.
Apple a day can’t keep him away
EDITORIAL r
M y roommate AI decided he was going to bake a cake while I was at work the other day. It 
must have been spongecake — he used my eggs, 
my flour, my butter, my sugar ... The only ingre­
dient he didn’t borrow was the cake mix, which he 
got from the girls next door.
Al is the type of guy who never buys any food 
and then hangs around while you’re fixing dinner 
until you invite him to join you. His philosophy: 
Why buy food if you can eat someone else’s?
Last week, 1 walked into the kitchen and Al was 
making a grilled cheese sandwich.
“ Where did you get the cheese?’’ 1 asked in­
nocently.
“ I dunno. It was in the refrigerator.’’
“ Is it yours?’’
“ Well, it might be yours. Our stuff always gets 
mixed together.’’
“ Our stuff? The only thing in the refrigerator 
that’s yours is the half-eaten burrito.’’
“ That’s mine? 1 thought it was yours.’’
“ Al, that burrito is the only food you’ve bought 
all quarter.’’
“ So it’s really mine? Do me a favor and put it in 
the microwave for me.’’
Dealing with a roommate who eats your food is a 
problem. How do you chew out someone for eating 
a couple of your apples without seeming like a total 
cheapskate? Instead of arguing with Al about 
whose food he was eating, I started keeping a list 
of everything he ate. Next year. I’m going to staple 
the list to my income-tax return and claim him as a 
dependent.
You have to keep an eye on a roommate who 
never buys any groceries, yet never eats out either.
1 once had a roommate whose idea of making din­
ner was to sneak a little bit of everyone else’s food: 
a slice of bread, a couple of potato chips, a piece of 
cheese, a cup of milk, a tortilla ...
You’d never notice this was happening, unless of 
course you didn’t eat something for a while. Then 
one day you’d pick up the box and it would be 
empty.
“ Mark, what happened to the box of chocolate 
chip cookies?’’
“What box?’’
“ The box I bought last week.’’
“ You probably ate them already,’’
“The box wasn’t even open yet.’’
“ Maybe the ants got it.’’
“ Right, they opened the cupboard, took out the 
box, tore it open, ate everything inside and threw 
the box in the garbage.’’
“OK, so they’re very talented ants.’’
O ne solution to the freeloader problem is to have everyone pitch in for groceries and then 
eat together. This usually solves the problem — 
usually. I had a roommate a few years back who 
used to take a lot of the group’s food to his ar­
chitecture lab.
“ It evens out,’’ he said. “ I can’t make it home 
for dinner sometimes, so this makes up for meals I 
miss.’’
“ OK,’’ the rest of us decided. “ We’ll just play
MONKEYING AROUND
along.’’
So whenever he bought some food on his own, 
we’d steal it and divvy up the goodies.
“ Gee, Bob, since we can’t make it to the lab 
tonight ... ’’
A fter living with freeloaders for a while, you stop buying food that you like and start buy­
ing food that your roommates hate. That works 
well until you live with someone who’ll eat any­
thing as long as it’s free. (He’s usually the same 
guy who drives a Mustang convertible, wears $1(X) 
tennis shoes and goes to Monterey for the 
weekend.)
I went over to my friend Chris’s house and he 
was making spinach salad. Now Chris is a guy 
whose favorite restaurant has golden arches and a 
clown with red hair, so I asked him, “ Do you really 
like this stuff?’’
“ No, not really.’’
“ Then why do you buy it?’’
“ Because I used to buy regular food and my 
roommates would come home at night and eat it.’’
“ So you started buying health food?’’
“ Yeah, sprouts, broccoli, nonfat milk ... stuff 
they wouldn’t eat.’’
“ Did it work?’’
“ No, but my roommates are looking healthier 
everyday.’’
“ Well, what are you going to do now?’’
“ I guess I’ll have to start buying some really 
weird stuff,’’
“ Like?”
“ Like anchovies, pickled olives, cow’s tongue, 
buttermilk ...”
“ Yuck!”
“ Yeah, that’s pretty gross, but at least I won’t 
starve to death,”
Unfortunately, you don’t have too many other 
alternatives to keep your food from disappearing. 
You could start hiding your food around the house. 
Of course, you’d better remember where you put it. 
You don’t want to reach under your bed one morn­
ing and find a 6-month-oId bologna sandwich.
As a last resort, you could always try sabotage. 
Today, 1 made brownies with Ex-Lax in them and 
left them on the kitchen table. That ought to give 
AI a run for his money.
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Selling extra grad 
tickets is criminal
Editor — It’s almost June. 
Graduation time is fast ap­
proaching. And the WANTED 
column of this paper is ever-in- 
creasing in length. “ CASH FOR 
YOUR GRAD TICKETS: CALL 
ME 555-1212.” I was thinking of 
offering my firstborn child. If 
you think this sounds a bit 
drastic, perhaps it is. But it was 
astonishing to find out that the 
going rate for grad tickets is $20 
apiece. This sounds criminal.
I have checked with the police 
department, which informed me 
that since the tickets are given
out free, selling them can be con­
sidered scalping. According to 
the officer I spoke with, it is il­
legal to scalp tickets at the loca­
tion of the event. However, he 
could find nothing in the penal 
code covering the scalping of 
tickets away from the location of 
the event.
Although it is not illegal, I 
consider this practice to be 
unethical and immoral. There is a 
$10 fee to go through graduation 
ceremonies and with this you get 
five free tickets. Even if one were 
to consider this fee as an expense 
for the tickets, this breaks down 
to $2 apiece. A 50 percent 
markup for services would make 
the selling price $3 (off campus.
of course). Charging $20 corres­
ponds to a 900percent markup.
I really loved growing up in a 
large, close-knit family, but un­
fortunately I just about paid my 
right arm and left leg for them all 
to see little Kathy graduate after 
all of her hard work. I guess it 
was worth it to me.
I agree that there is probably 
no fairer way than disbursing 
five tickets to each graduate (ex­
cept perhaps to have two June 
ceremonies), and I am not com­
plaining about that. But please, 
people, show a little considera­
tion, set your greed aside and do 
the novel thing: give your extra 
tickets away!
KATHY WALLENSTEIN
BLOOM COUNTY
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Lands Commission files suit Medicare expansion receives 
against Shell for crude oil spill support from House, Senate
Rebels prepare peace treaty 
to end war with Sandinistas
MARTINEZ, Calif. (AP) — The state Lands Commis­
sion has decided to sue Shell Oil Co. for damages over 
the spill of more than 365,000 gallons of crude oil into 
1,000 acres of state-owned marshes.
The commission, which owns and manages all Califor­
nia public lands, on Wednesday became the first agency 
to officially ask the Attorney General’s office to file suit.
The attorney general’s office is looking into coor­
dinating a joint lawsuit for all government agencies af­
fected by the April 23 spill into the Peyton Slough and 
Carquinez Strait.
“ The public resource has suffered severe damage from 
Shell’s spill. Suing Shell is the only way to assure the 
taxpayers that they do not pay for Shell’s oversight,’’ 
said Lt. Gov. Leo McCarthy, chairman of the three- 
member commission.
The suit will seek compensation for damage to real 
property, natural resources and losses for public use of 
fisheries and marine-related businesses, said Steve Hop- 
craft, McCarthy’s assistant chief of staff.
He said the dollar amounts are not yet known.
“ We’re going to have to document the precise dollar 
figures for that damage and that will take us several 
weeks to do,’’ he said.
WASHINGTON (AP) — A catastrophic health in­
surance bill providing the largest expansion of Medicare 
in the program’s 23-year history has cleared a major 
legislative hurdle.
The compromise agreed to late Wednesday by a 
House-Senate conference committee must win final ap­
proval from both chambers, but that is a foregone con­
clusion given the broad support that the basic measure 
received last year when it cleared the two houses in dif­
ferent versions.
Health and Human Services Secretary Otis R. Bowen 
told conference committee members that he will recom­
mend that President Reagan sign the legislation, even 
though it is considerably more ambitious than the 
measure proposed by the administration more than a 
year ago.
The basic framework of the legislation has been in 
place for months: providing protection for America’s 31 
million Medicare recipients against runaway hospital 
and prescription drug bills accumulated during acute il­
lnesses. But House and Senate negotiators have worked 
since February to iron out the details.
Sen. Lloyd Bentsen, D-Texas, called the compromise 
“ a landmark piece of legislation.’’
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP) — The rebels are prepar­
ing a new peace proposal designed to bring democratic 
changes to Nicaragua and end their 6 1/2-year-old war 
with the leftist Sandinistas.
Negotiators for both sides were set to resume their 
third round of high-level talks Thursday in Managua, the 
Nicaraguan capital.
Alfredo Cesar, chief of the rebel delegation, told 
reporters late Wednesday, “ We have come here to pres­
ent a comprehensive proposal to the government for a 
global solution to the war.’’
The rebels, he said, were prepared to make a “ special 
effort to achieve a definitive cease-fire.’’
But, he said, “ I’m not optimistic because the gov­
ernment has not complied’’ with a preliminary peace 
plan worked out March 23 in Sapoa, a small village on 
the Costa Rican border.
The rebel delegation arrived Wednesday evening, en­
ding a dispute over where the talks would be held.
The U.S.-backed rebels, also known as Contras, had 
initially refused to return to Managua, the site of two 
previous sessions. They complained the government 
restricted their access to opposition political leaders.
Speaker: In prenatal care, doing nothing can indeed harm
By Sharon Sherman
staff Writer
While the ancient ideal of 
“ primum non nocere’’ (first do no 
harm) provides guidance to those 
in the field of medicine, in the 
area of prenatal diagnosis it can 
cause something of a paradox, an 
expert in that area told a Cal Po­
ly audience Thursday.
“ The trouble with ‘primum non 
nocere’ is that we have learned in 
this century that to do nothing 
sometimes can do harm,’’ said 
Dr. Lee Neidengard, a staff 
physician for the Tri-Counties 
R eg ional C en te r  fo r the 
Developmentally Disabled. “ And
Deadhead
wannabe
arrested
in Cambria
By Keith Nunes
staff Writer__________________________________
The San Luis Obispo County 
Sheriff’s Department was a little 
confused Wednesday morning.
A man was arrested in Cam­
bria for possession of a stolen 
vehicle. He identified himself to 
the arresting officer as Robert 
Weir, lead singer for the band 
The Grateful Dead.
The man posted bail and left 
the sheriff’s department with the 
officers still believing that he 
was Weir.
“ After he had been released 
the watch commander on duty 
contacted the manager of the 
band and found out that Weir 
was up north recording and there 
was no way he could have been 
involved in the incident,’’ said 
Tom Garrity, the night watch 
commander.
Officers rearrested the man 
and found out that he was Ed­
ward Meier, 31, from Fremont. 
As of Wednesday night, Meier 
was still in police custody and 
_ being charged with false imper- 
" sonation and giving false infor­
mation to a police officer.
that leads to a very interesting 
double-line for the doctor who 
must decide (what action to 
take).’’
Neidengard said although most 
people would agree that society 
would benefit from a reduced in­
cidence of birth defects, con­
troversy arises over the strategy 
which should be used to do that.
If a pregnant woman believes 
there’s a chance her child will be 
born with a birth defect, the 
paradox lies in whether or not 
she chooses to go through with 
prenatal diagnosis.
Prenatal diagnosis is a con­
troversial strategy, Neidengard 
said. It involves testing a preg­
nant woman to diagnose a
potential problem with the fetus.
“ The goal is to have that in­
formation so that you can either 
abort this defective fetus, if you 
can’t fix it, or plan what the best 
course of treatment available 
would be when the child is born.’’ 
Neidengard said if untreatable 
diseases can be detected with 
prenatal diagnosis, aborting male 
fetuses is an option which would 
reduce the incidence rate of the 
disease.
“ Should we test for (these 
diseases)?’’ Neidengard asked. 
“ If we detect a male fetus with 
(one of these) diseases should we 
abort that fetus? Who decides?’’ 
While prenatal diagnostic pro­
cedures have been used for cen­
turies, Neidengard said it is only 
in the past 20 years that studies 
have been done on fetuses before 
they were born.
The new technologies allow a 
high degree of accuracy in mak­
ing predictions about whether a 
fetus is going to have birth 
defects, Neidengard said.
He said there are two basic be­
liefs about prenatal diagnosis. 
The first says it is a case of 
reducing the incidence of birth 
defects as a justification for 
abortion. The other says abortion 
is a technique to a good end — 
prevention of birth defects.
As a medical geneticist, 
Neidengard said, he is required 
to set aside his own beliefs.
“ The problem is that to help 
people figure out what they want 
to do, you have to give them in­
formation about what is techno­
logically feasible — and then take 
that into the context of their own 
system of beliefs,’’ Neidengard 
said. “ You try very hard not to 
tell them what you would do, or 
to imply that what you would do 
is the thing they should do.
“ It is the patient’s needs that 
must be met and not the doc­
tor’s.’’
Neidengard said although 
economics plays a role in 
prenatal diagnosis, the bottom 
line is consideration of what is 
right for a particular patient.
See DIAGNOSE, page 5
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PACIFIC 110 LB* ^  
BARBELL SET«^=<E*
With S' Deluxe 
Chrome Bar
A Dumbbell 
Handles
4 4 9 9
'eased (on Mfg printed lbs.
B m i j £ s
TITAN
INCLINE
BENCH
Great starter 
Bench
TENNIS
PRINCE
CLASSIC
110
Oversize
Aluminum
Racquet
TRAIL DOME
2-3 Person, 
3 season 
Hex Dome Tent
7 9 9 9
PERSONAL
aasm
KELTY 
TIOGA 
FRAME 
PACK
Keitys best 
seller with 
devided com­
partments. 
Mediam A 
large only.
Slightly 
blemished. 
If perfect
119.99
7 9 9 9
COLEMAN SPECIALS
PRINCE 
GRAPHITE 
VOLLEY
Graphite 
composite 
Oversize 
Frame
7 4 9 9
SILVER
CREEK
20» 
Rated 
mummy bag 
with HOLLOFIL II 
fill and tri-nyl 
lining
9 9 9 9
8
8 Quart 
Mini 
Cooler
ILv
POLY 
LITE 
54 o r. 
COOLER
OUR 
SALE
17.99
Less $3 Mfg 
Mail in Rebate
YOUR
NET
COST
1 4 9 9
S PE C IE  CROUP
5 LB. 
CAMPERS 
BAG
16»»
SPORTS WEAR
SPECIAL CROUP
L0 Coq SPORTIF
CYCLING SHORTS
2 ß 9 9
NEW BALANCE 
CYCLING SHORTS
1 9 9 9
MEN'S NYLON 
TRUNKS
With Liner
IPS
9 9 9 Q99
Quantities S s lits  lim ited to  stock on hand we reserve ttie  n«nt to  refuse sales to dealers visa a Mastercard Kceptad GOOD THRU S/SO/88
Copeland^s Sports
962 Monterey
San Luis Obispa 543-3663
HOURS: Mon-Frl 9:J0-6, (Thurs till 9) Sat 10-7, Sun 10-6
• OPEN MEMORIAL DAY!»_______________________
Come Party
K l Y i'é
before it's too late!
Finals are just around 
the comer!
For Sunday and Monday, 
the party headquarters is 
The ’Flats'
Come Early, Stay Late, Sleep Ini
\S
.0? 8l
1051 Nipomo • In the Creamery
WHY DO MORE CAL POLY 
STUDENTS CHOOSE TO LIVE 
AT MUSTANG VILLAGE?
LOCATION- ACROSS THE STREET FROM CAL 
-------------------------- POLY
LOCATION- 18 ACRES, 2 CREEKS, NATURAL
WOODED OPEN SPACE
LOCATION -  CONVENIENT TO BANKS, 
------------------------ SHOPPING AND RESTAURANTS
Microwave Ovens In Every Apartment
U N IQ U E -  PRIVATE PARK & BBO AREA 
LARGE- LAWN AREAS WITH BBO'S
BEAUTIFUL- NATURE WALK/JOGGING PATH (in park
and creek)
MODERN- LAUNDRY FACILITIES (5 located throughout 
complex)
BEST- CLIMATE AREA IN SAN LUIS OBISPO
RESERVED PARKING - (AND GUEST PARKING)
ASSURES TENANTS A PLACE TO PARK NEAR CAL 
POLY AT ALL TIMES
Year Round Heated Pool, Security, Full-time 
Maintenance. Fully furnished townhouses availble 
from $170/mo. per person. Private studio 
apartments In a quiet, scenic setting from $370/mo. 
or $339/mo.on a 12 mo. lease.
IMLWjlANG VUXAGE'
1 Mustang Drive, San Luis Obispo 
Office OPEN Mon-Sat 9am-5pm 
543-4950
f
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Grand finale
Baroque orchestra 
has authentic style
Stories by Brenda Suppanz, Staff W riter
he Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra 
W  will be performing with 18th century 
style instruments, Saturday evening 
in the Cal Poly Theatre, to conclude the 
1987/88 Quintessence series.
The debuting 18-player orchestra, con­
ducted by Nicholas McGegan, will be 
playing ‘Alexander’s Feast” by George 
Frideric Handel and Suite No. 2 in B 
Minor for Flute and Strings, S. 1067, by 
J.S. Bach.
Formed in 1982, the San Francisco- 
based orchestra is made up of an elite 
group of musicians from all over the coun­
try.
Theater manager Peter Wilt said, ‘‘The 
goal was to make a superior orchestra that 
would reproduce the Baroque sound.”
He commented that members of the 
group will be coming from San Francisco, 
Los Angeles and the east.
Cal Poly was able to book this well- 
known orchestra because of subsidies from 
the California Arts Council. Wilt pointed 
out that the theater organizers would have 
never been able to do it otherwise. ‘‘We 
never had an orchestra this big,” said 
Wilt. ‘‘We thought it would be a nice, 
upbeat way to end the season.”
Wilt explained that the Baroque style of 
music has a large appeal because it is typ­
ically mainstream.
‘‘The style of music that you find in the 
Baroque period is generally very popular,” 
he said. During the 17th and 18th cen­
turies, kings usually had this type of 
music playing for their guests.
Saying that this will be a big event for 
Cal Poly, Wilt described what type of au­
dience the concert will appeal to. ‘‘People 
who like Baroque music and, of course, the 
appeal here is that they’re playing all orig­
inal instruments.”
An example of these unique instruments 
is a harpsichord, played by McGegan, 
which has been tuned to a different pitch. 
The authentic instruments or their repli­
cas which will be used to produce the 18th 
century sound, are at the lower pitch of 
415.
Wilt describe the sound of the Baroque 
orchestra as pleasing to the ears saying, it 
‘‘plays on your emotions. It can move you 
emotionally.”
Another interesting feature about the 
orchestra. Wilt said, is that although it is 
a young orchestra, its talent was able to 
attract a conductor who is ‘‘one of the 
foremost interpreters of the Baroque 
style.”
McGegan, who has conducted the or­
chestra since 1985, trained at Oxford and 
Cambridge Universities. Wilt said the 
conductor’s ‘‘background and experience 
(are) very good.”
Post intermission numbers will include 
music by Arcangelo Corelli, who origi­
nated the Concerto Grosso, and Johann 
Sebastian Bach’s Orchestrial Suite No. 1 
in C Major.
The Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra is 
partially supported by major grants from 
the William and Flora Hewlett Founda­
tion, the L.J. Skaggs and Mary C. Skaggs 
Foundation, the James Irvine Foundation, 
the Bernard Osher Foundation, the 
California Arts Council and the National 
Endowment for the Arts.
Dan Piel beautifies theatre
Theatre murals add spirit
t here will be a reception Saturday before the Baroque performance 
to honor Dan Piel, an art and 
design faculty member who 
recently completed two murals to 
enhance the Cal Poly Theatre lobby.
Piel said he designed the art project 
to reflect the history of dance and the­
ater. One of the art pieces contains 
famous places including: the Greek
theater; the Globe, where Shakespeare 
plays were originally performed; the 
Paris Opera; and the old music hall in 
London. He added that there is also a 
Russian theater, saying he ‘‘tried to get 
all those famous places.”
On another wall in the theater, Piel 
painted modern theaters such as the 
Lincoln Center, Dorothy Chandellor 
Music Pavillion and the Sydney Opera 
House. There are also symbolic figures 
like dancers and musicians in the 
murals to represent dance and theater.
‘‘I hope it gives some appropriate art 
work for the blank walls,” Piel said. He 
commented that he wanted to do art 
pieces that had something to do with 
dance and music, to ‘‘get people in the 
mood,” when they come to the theater.
Peter Wilt, theater manager, describ­
ed why he asked Piel to do the art pro­
ject for the theater. ‘‘1 was looking for 
something to brighten it up ... to make 
it look more like a theater instead of a 
classroom space.”
The project included painting the 
walls white, in order to improve the 
overall look of the theater. Wilt said. 
‘‘We’re only a third of the way com­
pleting the lobby.” Plans for the lobby 
include adding carpeting and track 
lights, he said. The goal will be 
‘‘creating an atmoshphere,” he added, 
saying that he hopes to eventually dim 
the lights in the lobby.
Saying this is all part of the effort to 
get people ready for the new Perform­
ing Arts Center, Wilt explained, ‘‘Dan’s 
project was the first step.”
The six-month project developed into 
a sabbatical leave for Piel during the 
last fall and winter quarters. ‘‘He had 
to do a lot of research,” Wilt explained. 
‘‘He had to go back and find pictures 
and drawings.”
Piel offered to take on the project. 
Wilt said, after receiving positive feed­
back about a large portrait of Mozart 
he had done. The portrait had been 
displayed in the theatre lobby during 
the 1986 Mozart Festival.
See PIF.L, Spotlight page 2
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The University Jazz Band piays tonight
Europe's Best at Affordable 
Prices
Mr. C's
R E S T A U R A M I
D E L I C A T E S S E M
Gyros, Falafels. Chicken 
and Shiskabobs
1115 Broad Street 
San Luis Obispo 
544-4447
1 1 -9 daily(ccilcntig civ.iiliibir tor p.iilies)
PIEL
From Spotlight page 1
During the project, Piel said he 
faced “ a lot of new problems and 
challenges.” Painting on wooden 
panels instead of canvas was one 
of the factors that made it dif­
ficult.
Another complication in the 
project was dripping the paint 
onto the panels instead of paint­
ing them. Piel said he decided to
use this method to create a more 
modern art style that com­
municates a lot of motion. 
“ There’s a lot of music in the 
design I made.”
Because Piel is typically a 
realistic painter, who has done 
mostly portraits he said, “ I had 
to be a little daring. I was ner­
vous, (but) you have to take risks 
in life.”
9/8  M onterey Street, San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 
1741 Grand Avenue, Grover City, CA 93433 
1354 M adonna Road, San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
(805)541 0657 
(805) 481-1888 
(805) 541-3346
$ 5 .9 9  LP or Tape
Just $11 .98  Compact Disc!
IT’S BOZ!
Boz Scaggs' new album, “Other Roads’ 
Merging the soulfulness of R&B 
with the grit of rock’n’ roll. 
It's right on track 
and unmistakeably Boz
[ I«)/. s r \( ,( is' OIM^K KOMIS
mcKidmg
H m t I  O f SufV M ngWhM • NumiWf On«''Obt Of Mv
BOZ SCAGGS. 
"OTHER ROADS.”Feaijhinc 
"HEART OF MINE”
ON Columbia Records. 
Cassettes 
AND Compact Discs.
CoiuiDDia • aie Uf-A] iiaieniarns ol CBS Inc ***C I960 CBS Records Inc I t>l
$5.99 
LP or 
Tape!
$ 11.98
No, really, I was in a 
hurry to get the big Boo 
Boo sale ...honest. Get 
real you pile of steel! 
Woul(j I lie to my Robo 
bu(jdy? Yea! $5.99!
week
only
ni PrC)Me It lb  NtXJ
s TapessmëprïcëaT
Band celebrates 
Boop’s birthday
By Jenny Lampman, Staff Writer
^  t’s Betty Boop’s 58th bir- 
thday and guess who’s 
celebrating? As the mascot 
of the Cal Poly University Jazz 
Band since the early 1970s, the 
curvaceous, bright-eyed cartoon 
character will be honored tonight 
at Jazz Night ’88.
The celebration will feature 
two Betty Boop cartoons, one 
before the concert performance 
and one during intermission, the 
university jazz band and vocalist 
Susan Berry, special guest 
soloist Carl Saunders, the Cal 
Poly Madrigal/Jazz Ensemble 
and a special performance from 
the Cal Poly University Jazz 
Band Alumni.
And where did the idea of Bet­
ty Boop come from? “ An ar­
chitect student first had the idea 
to have Betty Boop as the 
mascot, he drew up a picture and 
the fad just caught on,” explain­
ed Graydon Williams, a professor 
in the music department and 
director of the jazz band.
The original Jazz Band logo 
was three Betty Boops arranged 
in a circle, each playing a musical 
instrument. Betty Boop films 
were first shown at each jazz 
band performance in the 1970s.
Tonight’s program is titled 
“ An Evening of Standards.” The 
band’s special guest will be 
trumpeter and flugel horn player 
Carl Saunders. Saunders, a free­
lance musician, plays regularly in 
Los Angeles and Las Vegas in 
big bands.
The Cal Poly Madrigal/Jazz 
Ensemble will perform “ String of 
Pearls” and “ Aqua de Beber” 
with 15 singers and the full jazz 
band, under the direction of 
Thomas Davies, also a professor 
in the music department.
For the first time in the history 
of Jazz Night, a conglomeration 
of Cal Poly Jazz Band alumni 
from the 1970s and 1980s will be 
performing. The group of 14 was 
put together by alumnus Dave 
Fleischer of Silver Lake, Wash.
“ Dave discovered a lot of the 
alumni in Northern California 
and wrote to a few and found 
enough interested to put 
together a show. It will be inter­
esting to see what a lot of them 
are doing these days,” said 
Williams.
Stemming from the perfor­
mance will be a master class 
taught by Saunders on aspects of 
the musical industry and his ex­
periences playing in the big 
bands. “ It will be like a clinic, a 
discussion of the business of 
playing and how to keep on top 
of things. If you don’t know how 
to take care of the business you 
can run into problems,” said 
Williams. Williams said he hopes
‘An architect stu­
dent first had the 
idea to have Betty 
Boop as the mascot, 
he drew up a picture 
and the fad just 
caught on.’
— Graydon 
Williams
the session will provide students 
with answers to questions they 
wouldn’t ordinarily learn in class.
“ Things like how long one real­
ly has to spend practicing, how 
to increase one’s sight-reading, 
playing and performing. I think 
it will impress the students more 
if they hear it from someone 
other than a teacher,” said 
Williams. The class will be held 
Saturday in the Davidson Music 
Center.
Tickets for Jazz Night ’88 are 
$5 for the public and $3 for stu­
dents and senior citizens.
^  in|}p miMip
Private Bedrooms 
Weight Room
- Olympic Free Weights
- Universal Machines
Fitness Center
- free aerobics
VALENCIA
. . . For Those Who Want It All!
Heated Swimming Pool 
Computer/Study Room
- IBM  Compatibles
- access to Cal Poly Mainframe
10 or 12 Month Leases
Cal Poly Shuttle Bus
- leaves every half hour
We believe Valencia is the finest student housing in San 
Luis Obispo. But we don’t want you to just take our word for it. 
We invite you to look at our competition (Cedar Creek,
Murray St. Station, Stenner Glenn, Mustang Village, Foothill 
Hacienda, and others) and then look at Valencia.
We^re confident you'll choose Valencia!
555 Ramona Drive 543-1452
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Littlesocial significance found in modern art
By Hope Hennessy, Staff Writer
he most serious modern art today 
seems to have little public 
significance, less certainly than pro­
fessional sports, soap operas or popular 
music, said a Mellon Professor from Yale 
University.
“ An enormous gap separates modern art 
from the general public and its concerns,” 
said Karsten Harries in his speech “ The 
Political Significance of Modern Art,” 
Thursday.
“ Tom Wolfe claimed that art and the 
public are closely linked by mutual indif­
ference,” said Harries. “ While the art 
world is self-contained and unconcerned, 
the public in turn is not paying attention 
to the art world.”
Harries asked, “ What today is the social 
significance of modern art?”
He said society is given a hint that goes 
way beyond indifference; by the 
widespread hostility to modern art.
“ Usually such hostility expresses itself 
in nothing more damaging than a cutting 
comment directed at perhaps a curator
unfortunate enough to have hung some 
abstract work of art upside down,” said 
Harries.
Harries said that vandalism against 
works of modern art has also become a 
serious problem.
“ What caused the 29-year-old student of 
veterinary medicine to punch holes in 
Barnet Newman’s ‘Who’s Afraid of Red, 
White, Blue,’ which Berlin’s new National 
Gallery had just purchased for $1 
million?” asked Harries.
The vandal claimed that the painting 
had made him afraid and the sum paid for 
it had scandalized him.
“ How can such an expenditure be 
justified?” he said. “ Should such money 
and time be spent when so many go 
homeless, hungry or have lack of medical 
care? Such questions become difficult to 
answer when the money is a taxpayer,” 
Harries said.
“ Any housepainter’s apprentice could 
have created a comparable object at a 
fraction of the cost or visit any first- or
‘Usually such hostility 
(against modern art) ex­
presses itself in nothing 
more damaging than a cut­
ting comment directed at 
perhaps a curator unfortu­
nate enough to have hung 
some abstract work of art 
upside down/
— Karsten Harries
second-grade classroom and you will find 
works of comparable quality,” he said. 
“ For not the vandal is crazy, but those 
willing to pay $1 million for the Newman 
are.”
The student’s attack on the painting 
possessing a social significance is shown 
by the way the Berlinist’s elevated the 
student to a minor hero.
“ Punching holes in the canvas seemed
to strike blows against forces threatening 
to unravel the social fabric,” said Harries.
“ Such acts of vandalism presuppose 
ethical significance. The perpetrators 
understood themselves as defenders of 
good sense, which they see being mocked 
and threatened by art works that defy ex­
pectations of what art should be,” he said.
Those who plead for the political in­
nocence of modern art are mistaken. Har­
ries said that by assuming the mask of 
innocence and insisting that art be for 
art’s sake, art is free of ideological con­
tent.
“ Modern artists only hide the true 
political function of their work,” he said. 
“ Attributing to art the power to subvert 
the health of the community, modern art 
judged by political criteria is found pro­
voking.
“ Art must venture beyond the bound­
aries of what is deemed acceptable. It 
must be a place of experimentation,” said 
Harries.
Art should make society uncomfortable 
in a rapidly changing world, Harries said. 
It should awaken, communicate, reinforce 
and shape an effective state.
W illow  is like a bedtime story
Ken Miller, Special to the DailyBy
m  espite what all the critics 
are saying. Star Wars and 
Willow are not similar films.
^ ^ ^ I n  fact, the only similarity 
the two have is that, in view of 
all the publicity and hullabaloo 
already surrounding Willow, 
some disappointment may be felt 
with the experience of actually 
watching it, much like Star Wars. 
But it has been an easy out for 
many critics to compare Willow 
with George Lucas’ 1977 opus. 
The reality is far different.
Star Wars derived its plot from 
the John Wayne westerns of the 
1940s and 1950s {Man-on-a-Quest 
theme), but Willow is pure fan­
tasy, derived from all those 
timeless fables our mothers used 
to read to us before bedtime. 
And, directed by Ron Howard, 
Willow is good, harmless fun, put 
together with wit, style and 
imagination.
Willow chronicles the exploits 
of one Willow Ufgood, played by 
Warwick Davis, who proves that 
big surprises come in little 
packages. His kids find a baby
drifting in the river, and soon he 
is taking the little one back to 
where it belongs.
Along the way, he picks up a 
6-foot warrior, two 6-inch war­
riors, a female warrior and some 
magic acorns.
The performances in Willow 
are all of the splendid variety: 
from Davis, whose character 
hates trolls; Jean Marsh as the 
evil Queen Bavmorda, who hates 
everyone; Rick Overton as a 6- 
inch man (“ Brownie” ) who hates 
to be a follower; and Val Kilmer 
as the warrior Madmartigan, 
who hates to be kicked in the 
face.
Unlike many other movies of 
the fantasy genre. Willow retains 
its pleasant qualities throughout. 
Films such as Labyrinth and 
Legend  delighted more in 
frightening (and boring) us than 
in entertaining us. Watching 
Willow is much like watching one 
of the classic Disney cartoons in 
live form (not surprising, since 
Marsh is the spitting image of 
the evil queen in Disney’s Sleep­
ing Beauty).
The special effects — provided 
by Lucas’ company. Industrial 
Light and Magic — help to put 
across what could previously on­
ly be done in animated form. For 
those who have not yet seen 
Willow, giving away the special 
effects would be destroying most 
of the pleasure derived from the 
film.
It’s hard to find a more for­
mulaic movie than Willow, but 
it’s a good formula. Plus, it’s 
great to look at. The sets, 
costumes, photography, music 
and editing all have precisely the 
right touch.
And, unlike other fantasy films 
of late. Willow has something for 
everyone. Even that in itself is 
something in an age where “ fam­
ily” movies are shunned like the 
plague.
So go see Willow and forget 
about the benign references to 
Star Wars: Go and give your 
heart the feeling it used to have 
whenever mother would read you 
a bedtime story.
LOOKING FOR A  QUIET 
PLACE TO  LIVE? .
. .  iV  -if ^Y .'Ç'V
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i  If you have ever heard o f' -i 
MURRAY ST. STATION,.^  
you know our reputation for:
Quiet furnished apartm ents in a  ga rden  gening -  i-ieafed swimming poo l - BBQ and 
laundry facilities throughout - Sun deck -  all within walking d.stance to  Cal-Poly
For the first tim e ever 10 m onth con tracts are ava ilab le  on b o th  one bedroom  as 
well as tw o bedroom  apartm ents 12 m onth con tracts otter substantial savings on 
all floor plans
DON T GET CAUGHT PAYING PREMIUM RATES FOR A POOR SELECTION'
SUMMER IS ONLY WEEKS AWAY, AVOID THE CONFUSION AND HASSLE OF SHOPPING AT THE LAST 
MINUTE
MurroY Street Station is now  leasing tor tall Stop by soon, no appo in tm en t is 
needed, to  see a variety of apartm ents M-F 8-5 00, or Sat 9-12 00
Murray Street Station 
1262 Murray Ave , SLO, CA
(805) 541-3856 ______
'fWt
- ' i y  -  1
F. McLintock's Saloon
Friday's Special 
Fish&Chips 
$4.30
686 HIGUERA
Award-Winning BBQ Ribs, Chicken & Fixin's
In d iv id u a l D inners
All served wUh Baked Poatato with toppings, CrarrpTom's Baked Beans, Homemade
ly Baked C ..............................
3 BBQ Bgoí 
Ribs
$ 6 .9 5
Coleslaw, and Fresh ombread with Honeybutter
1/2 BBQ 1 lb Rack Baby BBQ Beef Ribs 
C h icke n  Back Ribs & C hicken C om bo
$ 6 . 9 5  $ 9 . 9 5  $ 7  .95
F ix in 's
Individual BBQ Beef Ribs.............................1 for $1.50 - $3.95
6 for $6.95 - 9 fo r $9.95
Barbecue Pork Baby Back Ribs............................m arket price
BBQ C hicken................1/4 $2.00 - 1/2 $3.95 - full $6.95
Homemade C oleslaw .......................ind. $.60 - p in t $1.50
Grampa Tom’s Baked Beans..... ind. $.75 - pint $2.50
Mini Combread Loaves each $.75 - 1/2 dozen $2.95 
Baked Potato w ith Dopiness...........................each $1.50
S a la d s
with choice o f dressings Thousand Island Blue cheese Ranch or Italian
Small Dinner Salad....... $1.50
lettuce, cucumber, cherry tomatos, olives
Top of the Line Salad...$4.95
lettuce, turkey. Cheddar cheese, hard boiled egg. 
cherry tomatos.olives and cucumber with choice of 
dressing. Includes corn bread with honey butter
B e v e r a g e s
Soft Drinks......................$.75
Coke, Sprite, Root Beer Diet Coke
Pick up your order 
and we'll pay the tax!
Minimum Delivery $7 00 Delivery 4-10 p m 
Lunch Pick Up Only Call us tor Catering
2121 Santa Barbara Street - 543-RIBS
FREE DELIVERY
Mustang Daily Coupon
$2.00 OFF
INDIVIDUAL OFFERS
With this coupon - Please mention 
coupon when ordering - Not Valid 
with other offers - E ^ ires 6-15-88
543-RIBS
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The quarter’s almost up 
and everybody has had at 
least a year to decide what 
it is about San Luis Obispo 
that makes life meaningful.
From sunsets to pizza and 
beer to bananas, the Best O’
S1,0 survey gives 
everybody a say. And in 
this election year, a vote 
that counts might be even 
better than the best tree- 
lined lane. So take a mo­
ment and vote ... and enjoy.
Best Place to Get Dinner 
Best to Get Breakfast 
Best to Get Lunch 
Best Drive on a Rainy Night
Best View_______________
Best Pizza_______________
Best Movie Theatre
Best Movie Popcorn
Best Beach________
Best Bar---------------
Cutest Waiters.
Cutest Waitresses 
Best Burger_____
Best Fries______
Best Milkshake
Best Produce Section
Nicest Tree-Lined Lane
Official Ballot
Best Thriftshop 
Best Dancefloor
Best Submarine Sandwich 
Best Cup of C offee_____
Best Place to Hang Out 
Best Frozen Yogurt__
Best Frozen Yogurt Topping 
Best Happy Hour_________
Best Place to Hear a Band
Best Parking Spot on Campus______
Most Illegal Parking Spot on Campus
Best Excuse for Being Late to Class__
Best Picnic Spot__________________
Best Study Spot__________________
Best Floor of the Library__
Best People-Watching Spot
Best Place to Watch a Sunset 
Best Place to Jog
Place your nomination in the space next to each category. One vote per 
category please. Ballots can be submitted at the Mustang Daily office (GA 226) 
or at the U.U. Information Desk. Ballots must be submitted by Wednesday, 
June 1 at noon. Results of the Best O’ SLO survey will be published in the June 
3 edition of SPOTLIGHT. All responses become the sole property of Mustang 
Daily. Photocopied ballots are acceptable. Get in the election mood and make 
your vote count. Have fun.
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IN SAN LUISOTISPOCOUNTY
Photography Into Sculture features the 
works of West German artist Klaus Kam- 
merichs at the University Art Gallery in the 
Dexter Building. The exhibition continues 
until the end of the quarter.
Blindspot (A Way) From Seeing, an in­
stallation with photography by Ann Zim­
merman and students from the New Mexico 
School for the visually handicapped, con­
tinues at the Cuesta College Art Gallery until 
July 15.
Julia Morgan, California Architect: An ex­
hibition is on display in the special collection 
department of Cal Poly’s Kennedy Library.
Watercolors by local residents are featured 
in the Entrance Gallery of the San Luis 
Obispo Art Association through June 20.
The finale of Cal Poly’s Quintessence Series 
is May 28 with the Berkeley-based Philhar- 
monia Baroque Orchestra. Musicians perform 
on authentic instruments of the period, or
* TOO BARGAIN PRICE
O  SHOWS BEFORE 5 30 PM DAILY
T 121^ ^rocodi>« Dundee II pg ¥»kdy» 7:15 A 9:30
Wkend > Mon 12:30,2:45,5« ),7:13^9:30
FESTIVAL CINEMAS
Colors R 12:00 2:15 4:30 7:00 9:15
1481-7553 HWV K)1 BTWN OAK PK AND BfllSCO RO ARROVO GRANDI
Willow pg 1:00 4:00 7:00 9:45
Crocodile Dundee pt. 2 
12:00 2:15 4:30 7:15 9:30 The Last Emperor pg 1:45 4:50 8:00
Beetiejuice p g ,
12:30 2:45 5:00 7:30 9:30
Above the Law R 1:00 5:10 9:25 
Shakedown R 3:00 t:20
Rambo 3 R 12:15 2:30 4:45 7:30 9:45 Stand and Salsa pg 3:
Crocodile Dundee pt. 2 pg 
12:30 2:45 5:00 7:30 10:00'
Rambo 3
Deliver pg 1:00 5:00 9:00^ 
1:00 7:00__________________J
R 12:15 2:30 4:45 7:30 9:46J
SNEAK PREVIEW: "She's Having a Baby " Sat only 7:40 pm
their replicas. The performance begins at 8 
p.m. in the Cal Poly Theatre. Tickets are $12 
and $10 for the public and $8 and $6 for stu­
dents.
The Cal Poly University Jazz Band cele­
brates 58 years of its mascot, Betty Boop, 
tonight at the Cal Poly Theatre. Trumpeter 
and flugal horn player Carl Saunders will sit 
in with the band. Other guests include the 
Cal Poly Madrigal/Jazz Ensemble. Betty 
Boop cartoons at 7:30 p.m. will begin the 
evening. Tickets are $5 for the public and $3 
for students and seniors.
Last Rites travels from Santa Barbara to 
play rock and roll June 4 at the Rose and 
Crown. Music starts around 9 p.m.
tAcAtc7
The university theatre and dance depart­
ment presents the one-act play A Game 
tonight at 8 p.m. in Room 212 of the Music 
Building. Tickets are $2 at the door.
PCPA Theaterfest begins a six-play sum­
mer festival with an encore of its winter 
season production Pump Boys and Dinettes. 
The play opens June 2 in Solvang at the Fes­
tival Theatre. Curtain time is 8:30 p.m. Fo'
BLOO f^ COUNTY
note : P (/e Tè> \
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//A
tickets call (800) 221-9469.
William Inge’s Picnic is the latest produc­
tion for the San Luis Obispo Little Theatre. 
This tale of loneliness, desire and traditional 
morality continues until June 11. Call 543- 
3737 for tickets.
The Pewter Plough Playhouse’s production 
of Neil Simon’s Chapter Two concludes this 
weekend. For reservations call 927-3877.
Molly-O or The Lost Testament continues 
for The Great American Melodrama and 
Vaudeville until May 29. For tickets and fur­
ther schedule information, call 489-2499.
Opening this weekend:
Crocodile Dundee II — Fremont Theatre 
and Festival Cinemas.
Light Years — An animated look at the 
fiction of Isaac Asimov. Rainbow Theatre.
Rambo 3 — Madonna Plaza Theatre and 
Festival Cinemas.
Typed submissions to Spotlight Calendar 
must be received by Wednesday noon for Fri­
day publication. Send information to Mustang 
Daily c/o Spotlight, San Luis Obispo, CA 
93407.
by Berke Breathed
ne/tSF BfAR MTH us TOMORROW. 
VRNU5 SHOULP RUMINO
NiTHFLi/w Nicay.
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Corporate s e n a t e  
sponsor 
leads to 
leadership
By Claire Nickeison
staff Writer
With the aid of a corporate 
sponsor, ASI plans to develop a 
leadership program next year 
that would be the first of its type 
in any California university.
The program would feature ac­
claimed speakers, seminars and 
workshops that would be funded 
throughout the year by the 
sponsor. The program, which 
would begin in fall 1989, would 
be open to all students who 
would sign up for a particular 
session as well as ASI officers.
“ Many corporations have 
reported that while many of their 
employees are well educated, 
they lack leadership qualities,” 
said Sam Chuck, ASI’s coor­
dinator of marketing and one of 
the plan’s developers. “ Since 
corporations won’t sponsor 
something unless they get some­
thing in return, we thought a 
leadership program would be an 
area in which both parités would 
benefit.”
While there has been extensive 
corporate sponsorship at schools 
such as San Diego State, Cal 
State Chico and Stanford, it is 
usually for one-time events or 
sports activities, and often spon­
sored by alcoholic beverage 
companies. Chuck said, however, 
that ASI is targeting Fortune 
500 corporations.
Chuck said he developed the 
idea for the program early fall 
quarter along with his marketing 
partner Lisa Cork and ASI Ex­
ecutive Director Roger Conway. 
They had planned to implement 
the program this fall, but 
underestimated time require­
ments for policy approval by the 
administration and Cal Poly 
Foundation, as well as the time 
needed to develop a top-notch 
presentation for prospective 
sponsors.
After a specific plan had been 
developed. Chuck and Cork ap­
proached Cal Poly’s President’s 
Cabinet, which includes repre­
sentatives of major corporations, 
and asked their advice on how to 
approach corporations with their 
idea.
“The President’s Cabinet of­
fered us some really good ad­
vice,” said Chuck. “ Getting 
recognized by some of these top 
corporations we’re trying to 
reach can be tough, and the cab­
inet’s connections will really 
assist us in setting up appoint­
ments.”
See SPONSOR, page 6
D IA G N O S E
From page 3
“ The decision of whether or 
not to do prenatal diagnosis 
should not be a governmental 
regulatory affair,” Neidengard 
said. “ The government may have 
a financial role in the decision­
making process, but the choice 
should be the individual pa­
tient’s.”
From page 1
organizations and clubs.
Roger Conway, ASI executive 
director, has been researching 
the benefits of different policies 
and will make the final decision. 
Two policies he is considering 
right now are what he calls Pro­
posal A and Proposal B.
Proposal A, a policy carried by 
General Star, would cost ASI 
$99,000, $13,000 less than what 
it is paying now. It has a $15,000 
deductible and a coverage range 
of $5 million. The General Star 
company has a rating of an ‘A- 
plus; 7.’ An A-plus, the highest 
rating, means they are very well 
established. The rating of 7 in­
dicates what type of financial 
resources the company has. The 
current policy under St. Pauli 
Group has a rating of ‘A; 12,’ 
which is very high.
Proposal B, a policy carried by 
the Travelers Group, would cost 
ASI only $69,000 with a deduc­
tible of $2,500 and a coverage 
range of $5 million. The company 
has a rating o f ‘A; 5.’
“ It’s almost too good to be 
true,” said Conway on Proposal 
B. “ A lot of policies that don’t 
cost quite as much sometimes 
exclude things that we do. They
might limit their coverage for 
on-campus activities only. For 
instance, the Poly Pals may have 
a campout and Camp French or 
the crew team has a regatta and 
these wouldn’t be covered by 
certain policies. This makes the 
coverage useless.
“ At this point I’m just going 
over the fine print to make sure 
we get the best possible coverage 
for our purposes,” he said.
In other business, the Univer­
sity Union Executive Committee 
made its 1988-89 budget recom­
mendations. The UEC recom­
mended a $2 per quarter fee in­
crease beginning winter 1989 in 
order to offset inflation costs, the 
minimum wage increase and the 
decision to reopen the bowling 
alley in the fall.
“ The fee increase will be nec­
essary for us to meet the re­
quired minimum level of our 
reserves,” said Tony Celebrini of 
the UEC finance committee.
The proposed budget also calls 
for a $3 per quarter fee increase 
to begin summer 1989, for a total 
of a $5 increase over the next 
year. The Student Senate will 
vote on the budget proposal next 
week.
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WHY PAY HIGH RENT?
Large 1 & 2 Bedrooms Available.
• Club House • 4 Spas
• Weight Room • 2 Dry Saunas
• 4 Swimming Pools • Laundry Facilities 
• And much more!
From $395/mo. 
BORDEAme
m m E
APARTMBNTB
466-4769
11300 Viejo Camino, Atascadero
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GARFIELD ARMS
APARTMENTS
738 GRAND AVENUE, S.L.O.
■ Nicely Furnished 1 and 2 bedroom 
Apartments
■ Microwaves
■ BBQ Pits and Lawn Area
■ 2 Heated Pools
■ Laundry Facilities
*  Year Lease with Reduced Summer Rates
Ten Month Lease also Available
* Weekly Rates on Fully Furnished Units
and that Includes Linens, Utensils, 
Microwave, and Other Amenities.
*  • • • • • • • • • •  • •
NOW RENTING
Agent 543-9119 or 
Manager 543-7835
P
p
P
P
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Bikes
MEMORIAL W EEKEN D
SALE
Thurs.-Mon. 5 /26-5/30
HOLLYWOOD FOLDING BIKE RACK
(fits most vehicles)
Reg. $42.95 Sale $34.88
M ONGOOSE SW ITC H B A C K  
ALL-TERRAIN BICYCLE
-12 speeds 
-index shifting
$249.88
FREE Cycle Pro U-Lock
(with any mountain bike purchased)
$22.95 value
MANY OTHER BIKES AND  
ACCESSORIES SALE PRICED!
5 4 1 -5 8 7 8  
741 Humbert St. 
San Luis Obispo
Yes, We Cheerfully Accept
QSOS STREET SUBg
S A N D W I C H E S  AND S P I R I T S
fî=0(Y\
"Time to hit the showers and 
Osos St Subs. The best 
sandwiches in town. We deiiver!
N060 Osos St. 541-0955
QSOSSTREETSlJg
$ á W OW I C M g $ ■ âWD SHatTt
$.50 OFF
Any size sandwich. Limit one coupon 
per sandwich per customer.
541-0955 Exp 6/7/88
I  -  -  -
1060 Osos St.^
o s o s  STREET SHB<;
S A N D W I C H
541-0955
2 FREE DRINKS
W/ANY SIZE SANDWICH
(limit: one coupon per customer)
Exp 6/7/88 lOeoOsosSt.
99« BIG
jl
| !  This coupon entitles 
■ | you to one Big Mac.
! |  Limit one per cus- 
I I  tomer, per visit.
II Please present cou- j pon when ordering.
| l  Not valid with any
II other offer.I Valid until June 30, 1988
P
IT’S A  
GOOD TIME 
FOR THE 
GREAT TASTE
Friday, May 27,1988 Mustang Daily
SHORTFALL SPONSOR
Good only at§AN_Lyi§_°i!?f,^
kinko's
icoupon i
HOUR PHOTO For
549-8979
9 Santa Rosa 
San Luis Obispo 
with coupon 
expires 5/1/88
Bring in any roll of 1 3 5 ,1 1 0 ,1 2 6 , or Disc 
co lo r prin t film  fo r deve lop ing  and prin ting 
and get a second set FREE!
Film: 1 hr & 4hr processing 
Disc: 24 hr processing
expires 6/1/88
CZECH CHALET APARTMENUnder New Management
Now Available!
Sum m er R ates /Fall applications 
OPEN HOUSE: Every Sat. 10-4. Sun. 11-2
rPptll P‘Sn - Snm Hailv Also 2:30 - 5pm Daily i^oail 2.JU - ijpm  aaiiy .  Purnished 2 Bed.,1 M 2 bath,
at (805 ) 543-5292  ,  ixirge bedroom s with patio
• lo c a te d  near Cal Poly 
(805 ) 544-6012  • ixmndry Facilities
any time ,  Outside BB-Q prills
From page 1
significant. The budget must be 
turned in by June 30.
Jim Landreth, vice president 
for Business Affairs, said if the 
budget is not turned in on time 
the Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds 
has the power to hold on to the 
state’s money.
“ In all reality if there is 
technically no budget then there 
is no money for the state to work 
with,’’ Landreth said. “ That 
means that there is no spending 
done by the CSU system during 
that time if it ever happens.’’
West speculated that the 
budget will be turned in on time, 
and that the Legislature will ac­
cept the governor’s proposal.
West said he thinks this will 
happen because it’s an election 
year and with all of the 80 
Assembly members up for re- 
election and 20 of the 40 in the 
Senate up for re-election, these 
people will generally be looking 
at ideas that deal with reductions 
such as the governor has sug­
gested, rather than tax increases.
West said there are three 
reasons for the shortfall. First, 
there were modifacations made in 
the state tax laws to help them 
parallel federal tax laws. He said
Program m ers
Joining Tfechnology With Thlent
We are Unisys Software Operations, a division of Unisys Product and 
Technology Operations, located in the Southern Orange County com­
munities of Lake Forest and Mission Viejo. Representing the best of Sperry 
and Burroughs Corporation, we are a world leader in the information 
systems industry. We are looking for talented recent graduates to join us for 
outstanding career challenges.
Key Areas Of Concentration:
• Operating Systems
• Compilers
• Computer Networks
• Data Base Management Systems
• Application Development Tools
• Qualifications of System Software
• Technical Support for System Software
We primarily have openings in the following areas:
Operating Systems
• Resource Management
• I/O Interfaces
• Computer Security
• Operator/User Interfaces
—Operating systems coursework and related project experience highly 
desirable.
Ck)mpiler Development
• All phases of development for compilers and development tools
• Design and development of compiler interfaces to data base system, 
screen design facility, networking system and operating system
—Compiler development coursework preferred.
Computer Networks •
• Host-to-Host Protocols
• Workstation Integration
• File Transfer Systems
• OSI Attachments
• TCP/IP Networks
—Knowledge of high level protocols preferred.
Transaction Processing
• High performance transaction processing
• High availability systems
• Distributed transaction environments
—Related coursework or project experience desirable.
All candidates must have a BS or MS in Computer Science, Mathematics or 
Electrical Engineering and, preferably, proficiency in a block-structured 
language such as ALGOL or Pascal.
We offer highly competitive salaries and a benefits package that is as ad­
vanced as our technology. The program is modular and flexible, designed to 
meet the personal needs of our employees. Option areas include medical, 
dental, life and long-term disability insurance and tax-deferred savings.
New employees are immediately eligible for disability income protection, 
reimbursement account participation and educational assistance within 3 
months of joining us.
If you have the talent we are seeking and are attracted by our technology, 
please send your resume (no phone calls, please), to: Unisys Corporation, 
Dept. SBAH, 19 Morgan, Irvine, CA 92718. We’re an Affirmative Action 
Employer M/F.
U N IS Y S
the money coming out of 
California with this change 
would be relatively the same as 
in the past.
“ Well, 1 don’t think that’s 
what happened,’’ West said. “ It 
may have actually reduced the 
amount of taxes coming in.’’
He said last October’s stock 
market crash could also have 
been a factor. West said many 
people used market losses to off­
set paying income taxes.
Third, a larger number of peo­
ple than usual filed for exten­
sions to delay paying their taxes.
“ It won’t be until probably 
January of 1989 when we’ll be 
able to tell what this is really all 
caused from,’’ West said. “ If it’s 
a structural problem then we’ll 
fix it, but if it’s a one-year pro­
blem then it shouldn’t happen 
again.’’
West said there is no reason 
for Cal Poly faculty and staff to 
expect layoffs.
“ There may be a hold on posi­
tions that are vacant and usually 
that is only found in staff sup­
port positions,’’ West said. “ The 
empty positions will just stay 
empty until the CSU is able to 
generate savings.’’
From page 5
Jill Bolster, the new marketing 
coordinator appointed by ASI 
President-elect Tom Lebens, will 
carry out the plan.
“ Right now I’m working with 
Tom in putting this year’s plans 
into a formal presentation and I 
expect to approach companies by 
fall. I think we’ll get a really pos­
itive response,’’ said Bolster.
Once Cal Poly receives cor­
porate sponsorship for the pro­
gram, Chuck says there are 
hopes to bring companies in as 
official ASI sponsors. Chuck said 
that corporate ASI sponsors 
could be a large revenue source.
“ With the failure of the fee in­
crease this spring, many clubs 
and ASI programs will suffer in 
the long run. Corporate sponsor­
ship is a creative way to offset 
these losses and enable pro­
gramming to continue and 
perhaps even expand at no cost 
to the students,’’ said Chuck.
Asked whether this would 
commercialize Cal Poly, Chuck 
replied, “ Students want pro­
gramming but when put to the 
vote for more funding, they don’t 
want to pay for it. We’re in a 
no-win situation. Corporate 
sponsorship is one way to come 
out ahead.’’
The Alternative
• Birth Control Methods
• Contraceptive Exams
• Pregnancy Testing, 
Counseling, Referral
Pap Screening & Treatment 
STD Screening and Treatment 
(for male partners too)
Night Clinics
A ll services are confidential regardless of age. 
Sliding fee scale based on ability to pay.
1540 Marsh Street SLO 
544-2478
Set Yourself Apart...
next year,
enjoy quiet and privacy at
Las Casitas
DELUXE ONE 
BEDROOM 
TOWNHOUSES
3 b lo c k s  fro m  c a m p u s
NOVJ LEASING FOR FALL QUARTER
C A L L  543-2032 fo r m o re  in fo rm a tio n
STUDENTS!
FREE VACATION CHECKING ACCOUNT  
LET BANK OF AMERICA GIVE YOU A SUMMER BREAK!
”Maintain your checking account with the San 
Luis Obispo branch of Bank of America 
throughout the months of June, July, & August 
and your monthly service charges will be 
absolutely FREE!
*Call or visit your New Account Representative 
at 1105 Higuera St. or call 595-5306.
”Applies to monthly service charges only, not 
valid for other fees.
Bank of America
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AWARDS BANQUET AT SHORE CLIFF IN 
PISMO FRI JUN 3 TICKETS ON SALE 
THIS WEEK IN BUS BLDG LOBBY GET 
THEM EARLY THEY WILL GO FAST!
TAU BETA PI
MEETING ON MAY 31 6:00 RM 213 
SCIENCE NORTH 
EXTREMELY IMPORTANT!
*****“ NBA SPECIAL*******
Refill any pitcher V2 price during 
NBA games!!!
CHAPTER 1
Foothill Plaza
1982 HONDA XL500 CLEAN 
$800 OBO CALL JOE 544-9738 
NEW BREAKS REBUILT ENGINE
CAN YOU TEACH???
THE CRAFT CENTER NEEDS SOME 
INSTRUCTORS FOR SUMMER! YOU NAME
THE CRAFT! MORE INFO AT X I266
CLEARANCE SALE 
SAVE 40-60% ON SLIGHTLY WORN 
OR DISCONTINUED BOOKS-NOW THRU 
JUNE 3rd AT EL CORRAL
DONT THINK TWICE, IT’S ALRIGHT 
If you haven’t listened to that 
Lp or cassette recently then 
recycle it for something different.
Cash or credit for your unfavorite 
Lp’s, Cd’s or cassettes at Cheap 
Thrills Recycled Records,
879 Higuera- upstairs.
HOLIDAY SPECIAL
B-BQ RIBS- $1 
3-RIB DINNER-S4.50 
50c DRAFT BEER 
SATURDAY MAY 28th 
CHAPTER 1 
FOOTHILL PLAZA
INCENSE,SPIRITUAL SKY.GONESH, 
PRIMO plus MORE.BURNERS & OILS. 
THE SUB 879 HIGUERA(upstairs).
JAZZ NIGHT ’88 
TONIGHT AT 8
Cal Poly Theatre 
Come celebrate Betty Boops 
58th B-Day cartoons at 7:30 
Tickets at the U.U. & Theatre
LOOKING FOR FUN,EXCITEMENT 
AND TRAVEL???!
BE A PART OF THE MARCHING BAND 
THE FLAG TEAM IS LOOKING FOR NEW 
RECRUITS. COME TO OUR MEETING 6/1 
7PM CALL 543-1348 FOR INFO.!
RENAME THE CAGE!!
The Craft Center is revamping it’s 
store & needs a new name for it! 
Help us out! Prize will be given. 
Details at the Craft Center
SUNGLASSES!! 9 major brands, all 
styles. 10% off with a cal poly ID 
VUARNET,BUCCI,OAKLEY,SKI-OPTICS, 
RAYBAN,HOBIE,GARGOYLE,SUNCLOUD, 
MAUI JIMS AND REVOS. The Sea Barn 
Avila Beach!! Open 7 days a week 
WE STOCK ALL STYLES!!!
•HERE’S TO YOU’
MAKE SOMEONE’S DAY BY SENDING A 
LONGLASTING BALLOON BOUQUET!!
13 BALLOONS $11 95 6 FOR $6.00 
FREE DELIVERY CALL 544-4759
RUGBY CLUB T-SHIRTS $8 
"NO FRAT BOYS"
544-0775
WINDSURF TRAINING ESCAPE ROUTE UU
ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER 
24-HR LIFELINE 541-3367 
FREE PREGNANCY TEST 
’A FRIEND FOR LIFE’
EJV
EMTD
PLG
HEY EL 
(or Point)
You’re free and you’ve got wheels 
what more could you want? 
LOVE YOU 
Your Biggest FAN
MATT LAUCHLAND
Happy 20th Birthday Love JT & CL
ALPHA CHI’s and DATES had it made 
at the ’MOONLIGHT MASQUERADE’ the 
evening was so great it will 
Never FADE!!
BETA,thanks for agreat sale! ZTA 
LOVED it! Can’t wait for our DATES!
CONGRATULATIONS 
Stephen Worth Moss
newly elected
CEO Beta Theta PI Corporation
Good Luck and -kai- 21
CONGRATULATIONS
KAPPA SIGMA
ON YOUR COLONIZATION 
THE ALPHA CHAPTER
JULIE AND LISA 
Get ready to rock the boat at the 
PIKE semi formal. Tiger’s Folly is 
going to be a blast!_____________
THE BROS OF LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
WISH TO CONGRATULATE 
JEFF SCHUMACHER-ASI COM. REL. 
MATT PERA- ASI FINANCE COM.
GREG BOZZO-
MIKE SELFRIDGE -ORDER OF OMEGA 
DAVE BLAINE- OFFICERS
ZTA
Have a HOT Summer!
CONARD LINDGREN S TRACY RAGGIO 
SO PROUD TO BE PART 
OF THE FAMILY 
LOVE, YOUR LIL’ SIS 
THETA CHI
DO IT TILL IT HURTS WITH THE
YAYA’S
ROSE AND CROWN FRIDAY 5-27 9PM
LOST 14K gold cross and chain 
Great sentimental value 
Women’s PE bldg locker PLEASE 
return to HEIDI 937-5080
11 SIBLINGS ARE PROUD 
NEED TlX
PATTI........ 544-0988
CASH PAID FOR FURNITURE AND OTHER 
ITEMS OF VALUE CALL ROD 546-8107
DESPERATELY SEEKING
GRAD TICKETS 
WILL PAY $$$ 544-8380
GRAD TICKETS WANTED! 
$$ NEG TOM 541 -6958
GRAD TICKETS 4 SALE 
CALL 549-8935 AFTER 5:30PM
Graduation Tickets-will paylLeave 
message-Janice 544-1707or937-3598
GRANDMA’S GOTTO GO $40.00 FOR 
GRAD TICKS BRENT AT 543-3961
Local recording studio seeks 
female pop/rock singer for demo 
tape. Send tape and photo to AIM 
PRODUCTIONS PO BOX 1432 SLO 93406
OBESE GIRLFRIEND. NEED 3 GRAD 
TICKETS.MARCUS 541-1820/544-3040
PLEASE HELP!
I NEED 2 GRADUATION TICKETS 
I WILL PAY PLEASE CALL KATlE 
541-1673 OR 544-3243
Roses are red you see, and I will 
be blue, because I need 5 extra 
Grad tickets.Please call 546-9890 
or 544-6453 please leave message
IT’S NEW
THE MUSTANG DAILY NOW HAS A 
MORE CONVENIENT PLACE FOR YOU TO 
SUBMIT CLASSIFIED ADS.
THE UU INFO DESK NOW HAS A 
MUSTANG DAILY d r o p  b o x  th e
DEADLINE FOR ALL CLASSIFIED ADS 
IS 1 0  AM TWO DAYS IN ADVANCE
544-1305:SR.PROJECTS & RESUMES 
HELP WITH GRAMMAR AND SPELLING
Accurate TYPIST:Corrects All Your 
Spell,Punct,Grammar $2pg 543-3764
EXP Typist with LASER PRINTER 
Will also format & laser print 
from your IBM comp disc 544-7676
EXPERIENCED CP TYPIST 543-0550
FOR ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS,CALL 
BONNIE 543-0520, EVES.
LASER PRINTED TYPING
CalLThe Latest Word 528-8505
PAPER CHASE WORD PROCESSING 
Call Karen at 544-2692
R&R WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING 
(Rona),LASER PRINTER w/100-t-type fonts, 
student rates,9am-6pm,M-Sat,544-2591
RESUME, PAPERS, PROJECTS, WORD 
PROCESSING DONE IN SO. CTY 
CONSHA’S OFFICE SUPPLY PISMO 
BEACH 773-5851 OR 489-0724 EVE
RESUMES-PAPERS-SENIOR PROJECTS 
WORD PROCESSING-STUDENT RATES 
937-6992 (S.M.) - 7 DAYS/WK
THE IMPRESSION
Professional, Accurate Typing 
Senior/Master Thesis Expert 
541-3090
iyping:Term papers,Theses,Resumes 
Kathy 461-1031 12-4p.M-F & 6-9p.T-F
WANTED FEW PEOPLE. WE WILL PAY 
YOU TO LOSE POUNDS CALL489-2418
GROUP TRAVEL OPPORTUNITIES!! 
Coordinate a group of friends, 
classmates, or club members to 
travel together & earn discounts 
toward your own travel. Responsible 
enthusiastic leaders may apply at 
GULLIVER’S TRAVEL CENTRE in the 
UU or call 546-8612 or 541-4141
(TO THE BEVERLY HILLBILLIES theme): 
Come and listen to my story of a 
rabbit named Bink, Star of Life 
in Hell, a strip that makes you 
think. Well one day Bink was 
feelin’ kinda low, so he came up 
with the plan to make some dough. 
Merchandising that is.Fun garb.
Comfy T ’s. Wtell the first thing 
you know the shirts began to 
sell. Bink’s kinfolk said:
This ain’t so bad for Hell!’
They said:‘Hooray for Californy 
and all of its glam and gloss!’
So Binky paid his rent and 
he stayed right there in Los 
Angeles,that is. Swimming pools. 
Obscure cartoonists.(lnstrumental 
break.)THE WORK IS HELL T-SHIRT. 
S,M,L,XL.$12.50 postpaid. Checks 
or M.O. payable to Life in Hell,
PO Box 36E64, Los Angeles, CA 
90036;please include ad and size.
PAUL MITCHELL MODELS both M/F: Needed 
for June 13 hair shw.For more 
info- CALL 805-541-2988(daily) OR 
805-773-0813(eves).
CHAPTER ONE
has a part-time opening 20/25 hrs 
per week must be 21 and avail.sum 
will train to cook & work the front 
$4.25 plus tips. Apply in person 
Foothill Plaza
Clean-up/light maintenance work 
flexible AM hrs. Mon-Sat 8-10 hrs/wk 
$5/hr. Apply in person 
Chapter 1 - Foothill Plaza
Part Time Service Station 
Attendent Must be responsible and 
have exp.working with public. Pay 
Neg.Apply in person,Ferrells 
UNOCAL 363 SANTA ROSA
SUMMER JOB!
Flexible Hrs-fun job$5hr.Job starts 
5/15-9/15 CALL Kathy 541 -6751
Telephone Soliciting-No exp necc- 
essary Low Key-Not hard sell Eves 
5;30-8:30-flexible 544-7668
WATERFRONT DIRECTOR AND CANOE­
ING
COUNSELOR Day camp exp. teaching
children. Adv.lifesaving
min age 19. Ref. 415-283-3795
’65 MUSTANG, 6cyl, automatic 
’67 COUGAR 289, 3 on the floor 
$700 for both, call 927-4880
1 SCHWINN CRUISER BICYCLE 
ALL ALLOY PARTS,TANGE FORKS 
HANDBRAKES EXCELLENT CONDIT. 
ONLY $125
CALL 549-9503
1 pr. Srawberry Bluegrass Festival 
tickets $30 at Yosemite Call995-1313
A Hide-a-bed couch and a desk 
call 544-5496
SAIL BOARD BIC 210 2 SAILS 
COMPLETE $425 KEN 927-8094
SOFA SLEEPER
GREAT CONDITION,DOUBLE SIZE, 
BROWN. $100 OBO CALL DARLA 
541-2663 OR 772-5773 (EVES)
1980 SUZUKI GS450 25000 MILES
BIKE POSSESSED BY DEMONS.RUNS
WELL
$300 541-2349 SETH 8AM OR 6PM
MIYATA 10 SPEED 21’ FRAME $60. 
GREAT CONDITION 995-3412
1962 KARMAN GHIA $1500 927-8094
71 BUG Good Condition 
Runs well $1950 543-2439
78 RABBIT EXEL. COND. $2500 481-9139
GREMLIN 76 XLNT $1100 OBO 5414081
VW Convertible, '74 Good 
Condition $3800. obo 772-7637
1 FEM RMMT NEEDED FOR SMR QTR 
OWN FURNISHED ROOM IN 2 BDRM 
DUPLEX ON OSOS YARD/WSHR 
$250/MO NEG. STARTS 6/15/88 
544-3716
1 marvelous F 2 shr rm in 2 bdrm 
frnished twnhse w/3 fab girls 
walk to Poly. $220mo,sptl-Jn30. 
will be a blast! 7564765,7563996
1 or 2 M/F to share rm in Furnshd 
condo off South St for Sumr and/ 
pr 88-89 skool yr. Very nice. Many 
x-fras. Call Joe at 756-4579 or 
Norma at 543-5108
2 females needed to share room in 
PRIVATELY OWNED Cedar Creek Condo 
$230 per month (save$35 per month) 
Many Extras Karen 546-9083
2F/M share Cedar Creek condo 2bed 2 
ba pool micro laun fully furn avail 
6/18/88 230MO. Michelle 544-3893
4 Gals needed for Ig house 5 Bdrm 
w&d, micro, Creek Side sun deck 
$280 own $210 share 544-0813
2M/F RMMTS TO SHARE,JULY 88-89 
195ea. NICE HOUSE CALL 546-9662
2RMMATES TO SHARE RM $150EA. 
CALL ERIC OR JOHN 544-0382
3 large rooms 4 rent in house in 
Laguna Lake. Walk to Laguna Shop 
Ctr w/d,gas,stove,non smoker 
June 15-? 240/mo -t- util 1st last 
plus dep. Call 543-6125 to see
DARLING DARLING DARLING 
1 Female roomate needed for own 
room in apt $250/mo plus dep. 
Available June 12 call 543-5190
Female(s) close room 330 fully 
furn for 1or2 storage 6/15541-3763
LIVE WITH US!!
WE NEED 2 ROOMATES 
TO SHARE APARTMENT 
NEAR POLY. FURNISHED. 
MUST FIND BY JUNE 6. 
CALL 756-3970
M or F Roommate Needed. Own Rm in 
Laguna Lk House 175/mo 543-5367
M ROOMMATE FOR NEXT YEAR IN CEDAR 
CREEK W/ARCH & CM STUDENTS 
PLEASE CALL 756-4653 OR 756-4655
Mstr Bdrm w/bath in roomy house. 
Washer.dryer,BBQ.$260/mo.&1/3 util 
Avail 6/15(flexible date)Nonsmoker
NEED IF  RMT TO SHARE 2BED2BATH 
APT,GRANDAVE 167/MO SHERRI 546- 
9704
OWN ROOM DOWNTOWN 4 SUMMER 
$185/MO./NEGOTIABLE 543-5676
Own room in house half mile from 
Poly $250/mo inci util 546-9074
OWN room in house on So. Chorro 
with two Engr. Students Quiet 
Clean, Fireplace Avail. 4-1-88 
270 mo. 549-9265
ROOM FOR RENT SHARE MSTR 
BDRM FOR SUMMER,YRD, WSHR/DRY 
MICRO,GARAGE 100/MO 541-6874
START RENTING IN FALL!!! 
2 F needed to share room in condo 
near Poly.WD,micro,FP,DW.549-819
SUM SUB 1FM OWN ROOM IN LARGE 
3BDRM HOUSE.$200 544-7156 EVES
Sum Sub Own room, WD, Micro 
PETS OK 200/MO 549-0340
SUM SUB- Own Rm-Laguna condo, WD 
Micro, Dish, Hot-tub$200mo 546-8482
SUMMER SUBLET-OWN ROOM IN HOUSE 
LAGUNA LK AREA 150/MO 541-4923
SUMMER SUBLET-2FM rmts needed 
to share Ifurn bdrm in house 
across st. from Poly$160/each 
(negotiable) FRPLCA/V&D/MICRO 
Please call 544-1853Kris or Julie
SUMMER SUBLET-ROMM IN HOUSE 
CLOSE TO POLY 230/MO 541-4133
Two fun guys need 1 or 2 more to 
share spacious condo. Micro,wash/ 
dryer,VCR.$190 to share,$250 for 
own room.Call NOW.Chris 544-2736
WANTED 2F to share room 130 or IF  
240 many extras avail 6/15-88-89 
school yr 544-5231
WANTED: 1M RMMTE FOR NEXT YEAR. 
$200/MO -t-UTIL 546-9926
‘ ENTIRE APT*
SUMMER SUBLET $200 MO. 546-8248
2 BUH Furn Apts $600 ENTIRE SUMQTR 
RESERVATION FOR FALL STARTING $480 
MONTHLY CABLE WATER GARBAGE PAID
WALK TO POLY CALL 541-0894 OR 
543-5661
2 bdrm apts. furn or unfurn. 9 month 
lease. Pool, Tennis, Free utilities. 
Call 544-7772
2BDRM Ibth, frplc,new kitchen,patio 
wik/bike to Poly-Call Syril 473-2321
2Bedroom 2Bath House Sublet 4 Sum 
$100 to share 544-0854
2M want room at Pine Crk 4Fall 
Rent us your room! 543-1941
APT,2 bedrm furn for 4,near Poly 
$560/mo for yr lease ;$620/mo for 
10-mo leaseireduced summer rental 
available, 543-8517 or 544-5385
APT.for lease Summer Quarter 
2 BDM 2 Bath $500/month 543-2439
CHEAP SUMMER, RESERVE FOR FALL 
Own Room, BIG house w/fun puppy 
3bd1ba W/D 150smr-250fall 541-4069
FREE HOUSING?
S100/MO 2 person DBL RM UTIL PD 
POOL - CLOSEST TO POLY - BBQ
GREG 546-9184 JOEL 543-9527
FURNISHED 3 BDM APT 10 OR 12 
MONTH LEASE 543-1452
LAGUNA LAKE RM AVAIL FOR SUMMER 
AND/OR FALL. PRICE NEGOT. 543-9279
OWN ROOM FOR RENT IN HOUSE. 
SUMMER AND FALL QAURTERS. 
INEXPENSIVE AND CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
CALL BETH AT 544-7866 OR PAT 
AT 544-8909
ROOM FOR RENT - RIGHT OFF CAMPUS 
CHEAP! CALL 549-9933 ASK 4 TYLER
ROOMS FOR RENT-Large House; pool, 
hot tub,sauna,wgt rm,and more, 
must see! $300/mo, utils incl.
Summer Qtr. plus...call 544-8431
Sum sublet Laguna area own room 
(furn,h2obed,dresser)own bath&park 
space $250 neg.call Norma546-9963 
or Kathy541-6421 message
SUMMER CONDO FOR 1 OR 2 MOR F 
$80 SHARE $125 OWN RM 543-0685
SUMMER SUBLET in Cedar Creek 
2 spaces avail. $120/obo 
Close to Poly, Pool & much much more 
call 541-5488
Summer Sublet;
2 rooms open for 3 people 
Share room $140/each 
close to campus and shopping 
Call 756-4226. Leave Message
SUMMER SUBLET: Close to Poly 
4 rooms open to share or single 
price negotiable call 549-8851
SUMSUB LAGUNA LAKE AREA 
Share MSTRBDRM $200/mo own bath 
own room $225/mo Aval.-6/11 
Call RUDY 546-8155
Are your parents ready to 
invest? For affordable priced 
condos and homes-contact Jane- 
Century 21 Obispo-543-1242
BEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES LISTED 
FREE INFORMATION PACKET AVAILABLE 
ON CAMPUS CALL MARGUERITE 
CENTURY 21-541-3432
BUYING A HOUSE? FOR A FREE LIST 
OF ALL THE LOWEST PRICED HOUSES & 
CONDOS FOR SALE IN SLO, CALL STEVE 
NELSON-FARRELL SMYTH,INC. 543-8370
Why rent when you can own this 
large 1 bdrm. mobile home in SLO 
for $21,000, pets ok 549-8528
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CALENDAR
friday
•Alcoholics Anonymous meets 
every Friday from 11:10 a.m. to 
noon in the Health Center, Room 
12.
Saturday
•ASl Outings will have a 
w-indsurfing lesson Saturday, 
and interested people can sign up 
in the Escape Route, U.U. 112.
Sunday
•Poly Pals is hosting a free 
barbecue Sunday at Cuesta Park 
from noon to 4 p.m. Students in­
terested in becoming a Poly Pal 
are welcome, because they have 
more than 20 children waiting to 
be matched.
CRUISE SHIPS
NOW HIRING M/F
Summer & Career Opportunities 
(Will Train). Excellent pay plus 
world travel. Hawaii, Bahamas, 
Caribbean, etc. CALL NOW: 
20S -736 -077S  Eat. 900N  _
Real Estate k^rlnclples
and live instruction. Pre­
licensing course. Both $195. 
Also broker courses, $55 
tax.
Central Coast Schools 
481-4220
GRADUATE TO 
KINKO'S
f
.o
Go to the head of the class w ith 
a great-looking professional 
resume from Kinko's.
kinko's
973 FOOTHILL 
882 MARSH
543-0771
543-3363
AGREE
THE MORE BETTER 
SKATE STORE IS . . .
Since 1975
986 Monterey St San Luis Obispo 
541-1129
C L A S S I F lk o s s P T C iA l^ t lN ^
t h a n  b y
m u s t a n g  D A ILY * S i a  f o r m s
There is s solution.
Allan Hancock College oilers Cal Poly students general education courses 
and courses in their majors that are accepted toward a  Cal Poly degree. 
Don't let the Irustration ol closed classes stop you from getting the classes 
you need pow. CALL ALLAN HANCOCK COLLEGE TODAY.
ALLAN SUMMER CLASSES BEGIN Jxme 20 
HANCOCK FALL CLASSES BEGIN Sept. 12
COLLEGE (S5 per unit /  $50 max. fee)
800 South College Dr., Santa Maria CA 93464 □ 922-6966 ext. 279
